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Budget is Expected to be Voted on at Next Week's Assembly Meeting

by Michael Bercweld
The College Voice

Thursday night, October 6, 1988, the Student Government Association (SGA) Assembly voted to not send the budget proposal to the student body, but instead send it back to the Finance Committee for further review.

SGA Vice President and Chair of the Finance Committee, Blair Taylor, opened the discussion by citing that "there's just not enough money to go around." Taylor was successful in defending the proposal throughout the night from clubs and organizations who wanted more money. Those present at the meeting included BIAT, the College, The College Voice Publishing Group, and the Sports Club.

The major concern was that of funds allocated to the various college publications. The smaller publications on campus felt that the College Voice Publishing Group, had been allocated too much. Taylor cited, however, that printing costs had skyrocketed for the weekly newspaper and that this was allocated an extra $1750, while the magazine took "a major cut." No other publication took any type of cut whatsoever.

Speaking to all of the publications, Taylor urged the news to fund-raising and to cut down on printing quality, which would lead to extra money to print more issues. Throughout the evening, Taylor, speaking of the tight budget, echoed over and over that the Finance Committee "can't fund everything." After two hours of discussion on the budget, the Assembly motioned to vote on whether or not to send the budget proposal to the student body. The motion was unanimously passed.

Steve Taylor, '91, who was one of the seven students who first experienced symptoms over the weekend of the September 24, explained "it was just really awful...[I] didn't feel like moving." Symptoms similar to those of a stomach virus, including nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and abdominal cramps, usually arise within three to five days after contact with the bacteria and last only for one to four days. Campylobacter usually is found in uncooked poultry, raw meats, any food touched by a contaminated person, unchlorinated water, or water contaminated with sewage.

Since the outbreak, health officials investigating the problem have tried to check every possible source of the bacteria. According to the Director of Dining Services, Matt Fay, foodhandlers who reported any stomach discomfort for the past several weeks have been tested for the bacteria, and no one has tested positively. In addition, the strict health guidelines for the dining service have been more rigidly enforced especially since the outbreak.

All students who tested positive have been interviewed thoroughly by health officials and "no patterns" to the outbreak has yet been found.

Anthony Bono, chief sanitarian for the City of New London, reports that the investigators "have not found a common denominator...something that sticks out to us." He also noted that the problem is specific to Connecticut College and has not occurred in the rest of New London.

In an attempt to locate the bacteria, water samples taken around campus are being tested to check the possibility of a cross-contamination.

Connecticut Government Officials

Stage Mock Presidential Debate

by Jacqueline Sorensen
The College Voice

The Decisions '88 debate held Wednesday evening, October 5, in Dana Hall prior to the vice-presidential debate allowed two of the Connecticut state government to speak about the two candidates for President of the United States.

Michael Dukakis, governor of Massachusetts, and Vice President George Bush, spoke on student activities, George Borgess.

Tim Borgess (D), Connecticut state treasurer, spoke on behalf of the Michael Dukakis/Lloyd Benson ticket, while Bob Jumble (R), Connecticut house minority leader, represented the George Bush/Dan Quayle campaign.

Borges began by telling the audience his intentions to "share with you what Michael Dukakis and Lloyd Benson mean to this country, and what Michael Dukakis and Lloyd Benson mean to each and every single one of you." Borgess emphasized Dukakis' image of an American "new era of greatness," and said, "that it's time to make America number one in the world...and that it's time to take charge of America's future...we're really not just talking of America today, but the America tomorrow." Declaring that "this campaign is about issues, issues that matter to working families...issues like jobs...increasing our health care...and day care." Borges emphasized the importance of improving the economy to achieve the goals of these concerns. He also pointed out that "under the Reagan/Bush administration, this country has gained from being the world's largest creditor nation the world's largest debtor nation." Borges illustrated Michael Dukakis and Lloyd Benson mean to each and every single one of you."
Do Issues Still Count In Today's Election?

Letter to the Voice: Issues. What does this seemingly insignificant, six letter word mean? Although to many it is probably associated with the next copy of Vogue or Rolling Stone magazine at your nearest mailbox, this small word carries a much more profound significance. Too many people on this campus don't understand the incredible importance of the issues that face our nation. Now that we all eligible to vote, we carry an enormous responsibility. By registering to vote, we not only make a commitment to our country and the democracy under which we live, but we also make a commitment to ourselves to become involved with that very process that makes our country thrive.

How many of us on this campus are voting for a candidate because of how they stand on issues? How many of us are voting for a candidate because we agree with his/her party's platform, his/her opinion on abortion, or his/her defense plan? The majority of those with whom I can a legal American voter act so childish as to suggest that they have the slightest clue as to who can lead our country by the way a candidate looks? In what if a candidate's head is too big for his shoulders, what about the issues? This ignorance not only engages me as an American, but also as a college student. Wake up people! We are new in college educating ourselves for the future. Don't let that education end and the classroom.

Make an effort to learn the issues that confront our nation and future citizens of this country. Make an honest and unbiased decision and then vote. You owe it to yourself and you owe it to the country.

Sincerely,
Eric Haraden '92

To Uphold the Honor System We Must Communicate

Letter to the Voice: Connecticut College students do not condone vandalism and are furious with the damage recently done to the campus. We feel that such acts of destruction are extremely irresponsible, and we are expressing our outrage. Malicious behavior on the part of a few students has been extremely representative, and we are expressing our outrage and are furious with the damage recently done to the college.

The SGA phonebook now normally found at campus parties. In the future, the SGA phonebook now normally found at campus parties. Two concerns were made in procedures and remedies. Remedy: student's safety is at stake; we must all feel and meet the apprehension of the students involved. To help prevent the repetition of such incidents, we must continue to communicate effectively and uphold the present honor system.

Vandalism is inappropriate anywhere and is especially embarrassing as an example of the behavior of Connecticut College students. We hope that all members of the community realize that we are OUTRAGED.

Respectfully,
The Student Government Assembly

Students Speak Out in Defense of the Booze Cruise

Letter to the Voice: We are writing this letter to address the final part of the article on the recent vandalism in which the Twilight Zone Cruise was held directly responsible for the unfortunate events that followed. First of all, it seems clear that the reputation of Connecticut College students was not enhanced by the actions of a few students. The efforls of so many students on this campus have eagerly engaged in debate over the candidates tell me that they are voting for George Bush because daddy said so, or for Michael Dukakis because Bush "eats an idea with an ugly wife." People as naive as these should not even be allowed near a ballot booth. How can a legal American voter act so childish as to suggest that they have the slightest clue as to who can lead our country by the way a candidate looks? In what if a candidate's head is too big for his shoulders, what about the issues? This ignorance not only engages me as an American, but also as a college student. Wake up people! We are new in college educating ourselves for the future. Don't let that education end and the classroom.

Make an effort to learn the issues that confront our nation and future citizens of this country. Make an honest and unbiased decision and then vote. You owe it to yourself and you owe it to the country.

Sincerely,
Eric Haraden '92

Is Campus Safety Informed?

In the 1988-89 Student Activities Handbook you can find a listing that reads: where alcohol is distributed or sold on campus to a group of over 200 individuals in estimated attendance; at least 3 bartenders [are] required.

While this is the first year such a policy has been put into print, at a recent Thursday night event there was only one officer present. No big deal, though, right? Not exactly; this incident raises two concerns that must be addressed.

First, it appears that the Campus Safety Offices are not cognizant of changes being made to policy regarding their obligations. According to the SGA minutes of September 29, the Campus Safety Committee reported that there was no second officer present because "Bruce Ayers, the [then] acting director of Campus Safety, was unaware that two officers were needed at these events."

Then, in an interview with Ayers, he stated that he didn't realize any changes had been made, assuming that these regulations remained the same from year to year. That the acting director did not know of such changes is a concern; what other possible responsibilities have been assigned to this department without anybody knowing about it? This is an important communication problem. The Campus Safety Office protects our campus and our students; they cannot afford to be remiss about keeping up with current policies.

Similarly, Ayers stated that it is impossible to find a second campus safety officer who is willing to work at these times, and that he has the power to force a second officer to do so. If this is so, the problems are more serious since any changes being made in procedure, we must feel concern and investigate what problems need immediate remedy; student's safety is at stake; we are the ones who are affected.
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CONNTHOUGHT

Change is Needed to Prevent De Facto Censorship

On Thursday October 6, 1988 the SGA Assembly voted 21 to reject the Finance Committee's proposed budget for the 1988-89 academic year. One of the main
discussions on the floor concerned the funds allocated to The Gallery, In Politics, and BLATs. However, while each of these clubs was given at least the same amount of
money that they were given last year, and in some cases increases, the Finance Committee recom-
mended that Voice Magazine re-
ceive a $500 cut.

Some assembly members spoke out against the cut, cal-
ing it an "unnecessary." One as-
sembly member complained that the magazine was "not her lik-
ing and she should be cut completely.

Last year Voice Magazine was allocated monies for four issues and produced six. This $300 for the extra two issues was possible be-
cause of money generated through
ad revenue. When a governing body penalizes a publication that has already proved above what it was required to do, and then ruthlessly
cuts it down because other publi-
cations (publications that have in the past received unruly and un-
generate little or no revenue on their own) complaint that "don't have enough money because the Voice magazopilis[sic] is devouring them, it is simply a well-fed form of entertainment and doesn't cooperate with its sister publica-
tions. The rules that govern the clubs on this campus are not always appli-
cable when concerning college publications. Why must people who want to start a new newspaper be limited to the same two hundred dollar allotment provided to a pick-
nose-on-Saturday club? Pub-
lifications on this campus need to have the freedom and autonomy from the Student Government Asso-
ciation. It is only in this manner that we can avoid being censored according to the caps on the SGA, Assembly or Finance Committee.

Perhaps we should look to com-
pare the way student publications operate with complete autonomy
within the University where a parallel organi-
sation to their student government,
supported by a separate publica-
tions fund, has been created. Con-
nnecticut College could avoid its current SG/Adoptions prob-
lems if somehow, someway, we could work together to find a solu-
tion as Brandeis has.

I...~...
Voice Magazine is put into prop-
erty. Voice Magazine has been historically proven as a benefi-
cial contribution to this College, a responsible publication that sup-
ports a large part of its finan-
cial needs on its own. To struggle on as a non-recognized media is a dangerous precedent; a solu-
tion must be found.

by Liz Kalkh
Associate Publisher
The College Voice Publishing Group

I Got Lazarus in Jail...!

I wake that morning feeling bad. Maybe, after four months, its just a in-
decency to be dramatic. But no, I
really do think that I felt bad. I felt nervous as I got out of bed.

I walked to Cro hoping that I
would see anyone I knew, espe-
cially someone who had already
seen the lists. I saw a friend though.
She smiled and shook her head.

"You don't want to know," she

I tried to ignore her. In a twisted
way, it still killed me all on.

"Check under the L's," she
told me as I walked up the stair.

I was stinking, I scanned the lists. Larambe, Lambdin, Oh God. I
ought.

My name was on the top of the list, bright and flashing, seemingly
larger than the other names.

I went back to my room, a single in Hamilton that had grown since I'd left. I laid down on the floor, looking at the ceiling, I wanted to put a note on my door saying go away, I got put in Lazarus today. I hate it.

Over the next few days I heard
other people talking about their
rooms. I felt as if they were trying to
spite me. I walked around campus thinking that everyone knew, that they stepped aside and pointed at me as I passed. I felt dirty, an
immense I spread across my body.

The people who really did know
were horribly sorry. From their
heavenly perches of J.A. and Bur-
dick, they raked pity and remorse, going out of their way to remind me
how bad a break I had gotten. There was talk of a sit in, rallies, blue arm bands.

I petitioned to move, was de-
nied and now live off campus. I
write this from my porch under the
sun-two bedrooms, a living room, a kitchen and cable T.V. Vomiting freshen now lie behind me. I played the game and I lost. I can accept that.

The rules of the game, though,
of the lottery and the housing sys-
tem should be changed. That's a
change in the rules that is as en-
demic as the real world, mirroring it only in a few ways. This is not a
class in which things can be
changing no matter what. This is
to be a rule that we can't change no matter what. This is
to be a rule that we can't change.

I...~...

I've been some discussion reently about the creation of a publication board as a possibility for the future. Regardless of what kinds of measures are taken to allev-
iate this problem, I would suggest that tomorrow is not soon enough to start working on a solution to the problem.

"How are we going to avoid censoring the voices of publications on this cam-
pus?"

It is a dangerous precedent to someone we are setting when the existence of an established magazine such as Voice Magazine is put into prop-
erty.

by Eric Barnes
Class of 1989

J-Board Trial Need to Be Made Public

Several weeks ago, as many of you know, our school was struck by a night of vandalism which led to broken
windows and lights and the need to drain the pool in Cro. While this damage will cost thousands of dollars to
repair we will feel safe.

Another apparent advantage to this plan of non-confidentiality in the detrimental factor. If a person knows that their name will be published in the Voice if they are caught, that person will think twice before attempting the
crime. Possibly not all the people involved in the vandalism would have stopped to think before having their "fun" if they knew that the entire campus would know their names and what they were doing being about the sit-
atation? Many people have talked to about the vandalism are furious about the incident and want to know who
caused it. If that information had been available, perhaps the vandal would have decided their reputation was more important to them than "fun." Obviously, many people are indignant about stopping the confidentiality rule for major cases. These people fear they will be this crimes' reputation if if not published. My only reply is: TOO BAD!! Does a thief refrain from stealing a radio because it might hurt someone's feelings? Did vandal A say to vandal B "Gee, let's not break this window by the pool because it might affect those people who want to use the pool?"

It seems these "protectors of confidentiality" have no sympathy for the criminals than the victims. Perhaps if their radio was stolen or if they had to pay for vandalism damage, they might all be for non-confidentiality.

Finally, I would like to call on all those organizations on campus who deal with "awareness" and stopping the harassment of minorities (these include harassment of gays and women) to support this position of non-
confidentiality. If a gang of white students decided to beat up a black student, one of his race, and the names of the fellow being beaten were known to this campus. Don't we, as a campus, have the right to know what is going on at our school and who is causing these problems? The question comes down to one simple
decision. Is protection of the rights of convicted criminals here at Connecticut morevital.than ~e protection
names of the felons bring heightened awareness to this campus? Don't we, as a community, have the right to

It is best student bodies' right to protect themselves from crime; by publishing criminals' names the student body will feel safer.

The publishing of names would serve a dual function. Primarily, it would inform the student body of potential "problem-makers" on campus. If a student is caught stealing and his name is published, those people living around him could take precautions to protect their property. A convicted sexual harasser's name in the
Voice might cause a female to avoid living during that person and to prevent involvement in a repeat of the same crime. It is the student bodies' right to protect themselves from crime; by publishing criminals' names the student body will feel safer.

J-Board Trial Need to Be Made Public

Several weeks ago, as many of you know, our school was struck by a night of vandalism which led to broken
windows and lights and the need to drain the pool in Cro. While this damage will cost thousands of dollars to
rectify, we will never know who did the damage or if they will pay for their "adventure." Confidentiality of all J-Board cases forbids the listing of perpetrators' names. Perhaps it's time to lift this rule and have the names of the felons compiled for a variety of publications. It is not a battle of ego I seek, but a desire to see the student culture on this campus enriched. This cannot be done by a "lightning strike" aut-
rately cutting down one publica-
tion at the expense of another. Rather, each publication must work to support the continued and independent existence of its publications. This is simply wrong.

Each magazine on campus serves its own unique purpose and together we enrich the college com-
munity and stimulate the creative process among its members. We
all deserve to exist and to be funded provided that we are both accurate and reliable. Voice Magazine was established as a result of the fact that at the time there were no maga-
zines on campus or on any basis. In the past, no one has ever

known exactly when to expect either BLATs or The Gallery, but Voice Magazine has come out regularly.

Not everyone is going to "love" everything Voice Magazine does or does not do, but they at least de-
cide for themselves. Competition is healthy and encour-
gages growth. I would like nothing better than to see a shared pool of writers working together, writing for a variety of publications. It is not a battle of ego I seek, but a desire to see the student culture on this campus enriched. This cannot be

There has been some discussion reently about the creation of a publication board as a possibility for the future. Regardless of what kinds of measures are taken to alle-
viate this problem, I would suggest that tomorrow is not soon enough to start working on a solution to the problem. I would hope that the system was "not to her lik-
ing assembly member complained that the housing system were designed as it is simply because they had the power to do so. When I talked to the Co-
nector, Chris Koutzivitis, it was clearly to me that he had misunderstood, ignored or glanced over my petition.

As I sit here, the sun is going down in front of me, I look at it all as fate. I'm happy on my own and
in an apartment. I like being somewhat separated from the school, separated from the faults, inade-
quacies and contradictions with some parts of the administration.

My father, as we talked about Lazarus, tried to be objective, tell-
ing me that life, that the real world, isn't fair.

I understood that. And if the housing system were designed as it is simply to mirror the real world, I might be more sympathetic. But as most people know, Connecticut College is far different than the real world, mirroring it only in a few ways. This is not a large school that things can be "changed" and the housing system should not be set in its ways that it can't be questioned.

by Ed Kenna
Class of 1989
A Look at Connecticut College's History:
Katherine Blunt's Building Boom Transformed the Campus

By Melissa Burns
The College Voice

With the future of Connecticut College in the hands of a new president, students are realizing that a new period of history has begun for the campus. According to the values set forth by past presidents, tradition dictates progress. An

inaugural address was given on May 16, 1930, by Katherine Blunt, upholding her commitment to the school. One of the primary goals she set was the need to expand housing. It was a surprising and ambitious vision in the wake of the depression, but a successful one at that.

During the years between 1929 and 1943, Blunt more than doubled the number of buildings on campus, leaving most of the freshmen and half of the sophomores to live in off-campus dwellings. In order to achieve the necessary academic and social environment of a college, Blunt's philosophy held that "buildings and the intellectual life must have parallel growth; one's mind and help it grow, by long hours of reading and thinking and by stimulating talk with friends." The names on dorms and buildings were proof of the fact that Connecticut College had gained a devoted following of people throughout its history. Always ready with her shovel on hand for a groundbreaking ceremony, Blunt would add a new brass handle for every event.

Fanning Hall provided some much needed relief in terms of space for the overcrowded faculty and students, many of whom were commuters at this time. New Longdon Hall and the library were freed for their original purposes as classrooms and study centers, giving crucial significance to the opening of Fanning Hall.

Fanning Hall was built in 1933, bringing students into a closer, more invigorating atmosphere. At this time, Blunt was in close association with Mary Stillman Harkness about plans for another dormitory. Their visions produced the ultimate living arrangement, described as "a place to stretch one's mind and help it grow, by long hours of reading and thinking and by stimulating talk with friends." The addition of these two large dorms on campus was a step closer to Blunt's goal.

In her expansionary framework, Blunt included the interest of the state in developing a haven of native shrubs and trees. The Arboretum Association was formed in 1934 to benefit students of botany, horticulturists, and nature enthusiasts.

See Building Boom p.5

Fanning Hall was one of the first buildings to be opened during the Blunt years, epitomizing the generosity and success of David Hale Fanning. At the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old. Fanning, at the opening ceremonies in the fall of 1930, Blunt spoke about the inspiring nature of Fanning's life. One of nine children, Fanning's father died when he was seven years old.
Blunt's Building Boom

WORDS OF THE WEEK
by Oatman

A sixth veritable hello to all readers. Since the genesis of "Words of the Week," a full forty-two days ago, I have a strange feeling that you, the reader, have developed a slightly skewed image of what to expect in this column, and why Oatman,(me), and one other name (Dave Webster, a die-hard contributor) appear over and over again.

Words of the Week is a column for any and all of you to celebrate words. If you have a word or words you like, send them in to Oatman, Box 1727. Then wait until the next issue and read them in print. Include your name and usage examples if you like. Until now, I have only received words from three outside sources. I cordially invite your participation in this festive column.

Pejorative - adj. Tending to make or become worse, disparaging; downgrading.

"Unfortunately, for unscrupulous doctor Alfred, trafficking placebos through insane asylums had a pejorative effect on his reputation among bogus drug ring-leaders."

- Oatman

Hullabaloo - n. Great noise or excitement, an uproar.

"The huddle of sky-watchers clattering plastic ponchos erupted a hullabaloo as a total eclipse truncated their observance of the harmonic convergence."

- Oatman

Study Shows Students Still Practice Unsafe Sex

(CPS) More evidence emerged last week that indicates the AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome) activist has markedly changed students' sexual habits. More than 700,000 men aged 18 to 29 have had at least 10 sexual partners during the last year. A Centers for Disease Control (CDC) study found, putting them at "considerable risk" of getting AIDS or other sexually transmitted diseases. AIDS, a virus which fatally destroys the body's immune system, is spread by contaminated blood products, sharing hypodermic needles with infected people or by having sex with someone who is carrying the virus. There have been about 70,000 reported AIDS cases in the United States. The disease's spread, of course, provoked a wave of effects-ranging from government pamphlets sent to every American home to the installation of condom vending machines in campus washrooms-to persuade citizens to adopt "safe sex" practices. The results of the efforts seem mixed: some reports indicate students—a relatively promiscuous sector of the population—have changed their sexual habits, while others indicate they haven't.

A University of Wisconsin study conducted last year indicated that half the students at the Madison campus had changed their sexual behavior. A March poll conducted by the Michigan State University campus paper, the State News, revealed the AIDS threat had moved almost three quarters of the students there to make some changes in their sexual activities. However, University of Texas researcher Dr. Scott Spear reported that students are still contracting other sexually transmitted diseases, indicating that students aren't heeding efforts to practice safe sex. And a 1987 survey of college students by Blotnick Associates, a New York polling firm, revealed that only 6 percent of men think about AIDS before choosing sexual partners. The new CDC study, in fact, showed that "most Americans appear to be at relatively low risk of infection," Dr. William Darrow said in releasing the findings September 24.

"However," Darrow added, "a sizable percentage of young, never married men report more than 10 sexual partners in the past 12 months."

HOTLINES
AIDS Hotline: 1-800-342-AIDS
Sexually Transmitted Diseases Hotline: 1-800-227-8922
SGA Votes 'No' on 1988-89 Budget Proposal

Continued from p. 1

Thursday, October 6, 1988, the Student Government Association (SGA) Assembly and over 25 students gathered for an evening which was dominated by the controversial budget proposal.

The budget was attacked by several clubs and organizations who wanted more money for themselves this school year, among them the smaller publications on campus, The Gallery and BYU3 magazine.

John Maggiore, who works for BIATS and is an member of SGA Assembly, criticized the Committee's decision to allocate $23,750 to the Visual Publishing Group, calling the decisions "disgraceful."

Maggiore had hoped that his own publication would get more.

Taylor stated that "The Voice is an essential part of this campus and the only source of weekly information about the campus."

Taylor repeated several times that each publication, including The College Voice, should concentrate on cutting down pricing quality. In the same vein, Taylor said that organizations should spend time on fund-raising.

Aside from publications, the Sports Club, represented by Jimmee Worrell, pleaded for more money to support the school clubs and organizations who wanted more money for their own publication would get more.

The issue of recycling made its way onto the SGA floor under the slogan of Henry Sargent and Dr. William Nightingale.

Nightingale stated that College has the "more, but we need SGA's help."

Nightingale is aware of on campus to "get into the grove of recycling," suggested that large boxes be placed on every dormitory's front for paper and cans which could be recycled. Nightingale cited that it costs Connecticut College $60 for every ton of trash thrown away, and recycling would save money.

Pam Kane made a motion, towards the beginning of the three hour evening, for the Assembly to accept the motion to have a write-in state policy. Kane said that the candidates need "procedures to abide by."

In the past there has been confusion as to what write-in candidates are allowed to do.

After much debate the proposal was passed by the Assembly.

Next week at SGA, the Finance Committee's budget proposal is expected to be discussed further.

Reagan administration's record of cutting government 'red-tape,' qualities and reform. Additionally, he cited the Reagan administration cuts, and that the buying power of the individual has increased. "In fact," Jackle said, "the last six years was the longest peace-time economic expansion in history."

Furthermore, in support of the Bush candidacy, Jackle cited the
tion between newer lines and the college's water supply. However, chlorine tests done on the water in Harris dining hall have shown chlorine levels above the maximum required level by federal regulations.

The campus sanitation bacteria, a very fragile bacteria, should not be able to survive in properly chlorinated water. It survives best in cool, damp places. For this reason, a subject of particular concern for health officials is the dormitory ice machines.

As a result of the outbreak, only the ice dispensers in Harris dining hall may be used for ice, and open bins or coolers filled with ice will no longer be permitted because the infection could easily spread if an infected person touched the ice or water in an open container. In

Campus Safety Situation to be Examined by Alcohol Policy Committee

Continued from p.

people sponsoring the party, and the campus safety officers, according to Alumni.

According to the Student Government Association (SGA) assembly minutes for September 28, 1988, "Bruce Ayers, acting director of Campus Safety, was unaware that two officers were needed at these events."

Ayers admitted that it was likely

hurt had formed a record that Bush has previously felt comfortable with," and could perhaps contribute new ideas to a Bush administration. Additionally, Jackle chose to draw on the often made comparison between Dan Quayle and President John F. Kennedy.

Following the speeches, Burgess and Jackle answered questions pos ed to them by a panel of faculty and the audience on issues of the "Reagan Democrats," abortion and several others. Decisions '88 was sponsored by the Student Activities Council.

Source of Montezuma's Revenge

Unknown:

State Health Department

Expects Test Results Next Week

SGA Votes 'No' on 1988-89 Budget Proposal
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did not have a large budget, and would have a bearing on the recommendation, then the only way to vote with integ rity is to have the proposal reconsidered."

The budget proposal will be sent back to the Finance Committee, and then to the SGA floor next week for further discussion and action. The vote, like the one taken Thursday night, will decide if the proposal goes to the student body or if it needs to be reviewed yet again.

"...we decided that. And, if an issue arose that we had not considered, and would have a bearing on the recommendation, then the only way to vote with integ rity is to have the proposal reconsidered."

The budget proposal will be sent back to the Finance Committee, and then to the SGA floor next week for further discussion and action. The vote, like the one taken Thursday night, will decide if the proposal goes to the student body or if it needs to be reviewed yet again.
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The budget proposal will be sent back to the Finance Committee, and then to the SGA floor next week for further discussion and action. The vote, like the one taken Thursday night, will decide if the proposal goes to the student body or if it needs to be reviewed yet again.

"...we decided that. And, if an issue arose that we had not considered, and would have a bearing on the recommendation, then the only way to vote with integ rity is to have the proposal reconsidered."

The budget proposal will be sent back to the Finance Committee, and then to the SGA floor next week for further discussion and action. The vote, like the one taken Thursday night, will decide if the proposal goes to the student body or if it needs to be reviewed yet again.

"...we decided that. And, if an issue arose that we had not considered, and would have a bearing on the recommendation, then the only way to vote with integ rity is to have the proposal reconsidered."

The budget proposal will be sent back to the Finance Committee, and then to the SGA floor next week for further discussion and action. The vote, like the one taken Thursday night, will decide if the proposal goes to the student body or if it needs to be reviewed yet again.
The phrase "Say Yes to Guests" is one of the students of Boston University have taken up with enthusiasm, displaying it on shirts, banners, signs, and dormitory windows facing Commonwealth Avenue. Since mid-September, rallies and meetings, drawing up to 2,000 people, have taken place almost daily on campus, in all response to the university's new housing and alcohol policies.

Boston University officials announced three controversial new policies concerning overnight guests and possession of alcohol on Wednesday, September 14, after weeks of tense student speculation. The actions of the administration have attracted national attention, and have been covered by the nation's largest newspapers and national television newscasts.

The new housing rules, to be implemented in the spring, allow Boston University students to entertain a maximum of four guests in their dormitory rooms between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m. Monday through Thursday, and until 1 a.m. Friday and Saturday. Overnight guests are not permitted, unless they are immediate family members or prospective students, and members of the same sex.

The residence alcohol policy implemented immediately, allows students 21 years of age or older to bring into their dorm rooms and store no more than 72 ounces of beer (one six pack) or one liter of other alcoholic beverages.

The new policies were formulated partially in response to parental complaints, including a letter from the mother of a female student whose roommate entertained her boyfriend overnight. Additionally, these policies were created because too many students choose to move off campus due to the noise level in the dormitories.

John Silber, president of Boston University, supported the restrictions by saying, "we're concerned for the introduction of a higher level of civility and atmosphere at the university... to try to confuse the university and the dormitory with Animal House is a juvenile distraction."

According to Boston University's student newspaper, The Daily Free Press, nearly 95 percent of the 690 students polled believed there should not be restrictions on overnight guests. A sparse four percent agreed with the new policies, while the remaining one percent was indifferent. This widespread opposition to the policies has led many Boston University students to believe the administration is sorely out of touch with the students.

Boston University students, at rent-paying community members, are not only an imposition of the administration's moral values, but an invasion of civil rights as well. At a recent telecast from Boston University of the talk-show Democracy Now, a student said of Silber, "I've never seen anyone with a more blatant disrespect for students."

"My parents thought that I was mature enough to come [to Boston University], and they are insulted that you [Silber] think they made a bad decision."

A second student said, "My parents thought I was mature enough to come [to Boston University], and they are insulted that you [Silber] think they made a bad decision."

A student group called Active, Concerned, and Together (ACT) was formed in opposition to the policies, which were created with minimal student input. ACT plans to formulate feasible and effective alternatives to the policies, and present them to the Student Union and ultimately to Ronald L. Carter, Dean of Students.

According to Debbi Putz, '90, ACT-co-organizer, several of these alternatives include additional single-sex housing, and "roommate contracts," outlining the rights of each roommate and the channels a complaint could go through, should he have complaints.

ACT has received wide praise throughout Boston University for their creative approach to the problem. Father Patrick Johnson, Roman Catholic Chaplain at the university, has published an article stating that the ACT organizational meeting "was one of the most impressive... that I've seen at the Boston University campus. The organizers had obviously spent many, many hours carefully and thoughtfully planning... their long-range strategy.

Silber, however, has been historically skeptical of student organizations and the Student Union. In addition to stating "the more democratic the university becomes, the lesser it becomes," Silber has said, "you cannot overemphasize the unimportance of student government because it is not a real government."

In this atmosphere, Father Johnson maintains that Boston University has too much power and too much influence, and often oppressive institution. An institution where some administrators would rather patronize the students rather than respect and dialogue with them.

Coming Next Week: A look at B.U.'s new alcohol policy

College Voice Poll Shows Connecticut College Students Deemed Lloyd Bentsen Vice Presidential Debate Winner

by Jacqueline Soteropoulos

The World Is Still The Greatest Classroom Of All.

Applications are now being accepted for the University of Pittsburgh-sponsored Semester at Sea. Each fall or spring 100-day odyssey aboard the American-built S.S. Universe literally offers you the world. You can earn 12-15 transferable units for more than 300 lower and upper division courses, while calling upon places as culturally diverse as Japan, Hong Kong, India, Turkey, the Soviet Union, Yugoslavia and Spain.

It is a learning adventure designed to transform students of every color, race and creed into true citizens and scholars of the world.

For full information, including a catalog and application, call 1-412-648-7490. Or write Semester at Sea, Institute for Shipboard Education, University of Pittsburgh, 22 Forbes Quadrangle, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260.

Then prepare for the learning adventure of your life.
An Opportunity to Aid the Well-being of Native American Indians Nationwide

by Stasi Alexander
The College Voice

Connecticut’s Cos Cob is home to one of the very few organizations devoted to the welfare and well-being of Native Americans. This organization is known as the Sacred Hoop of America Resource Exchange, or SHARE.

SHARE is a non-profit, non-sectarian organization whose purpose is to foster awareness, understanding, and support between Native Americans and North Americans as a whole. SHARE has many different programs to fulfill its purpose and perhaps one of the more popular ones is the Native American Clothing Bank.

The Clothing Bank is a program where donations of used clothing and other re-usable fabrics are distributed among Indians in 53 different reservations in the United States. Tek Nickerson, the National Director of SHARE, said, "Indians are thrilled with the program. We have received a warm welcome and cooperation from Northern, Western, and Eastern Indians alike. It’s because we listen to what they say they need. They’re not used to that."

This positive feedback from the recipient Indians is a sign, for Indians place high value on how a gift is given. Nickerson stressed that a donation be given from Non-Natives, Western, and Eastern Indians alike. Tek Nickerson founded the Native American Clothing Bank in 1984, which was where SHARE grew from. Nickerson himself is of Mukogee-Creek descent and a good percentage of the staff and board of directors are of Native American blood.

SHARE also helps interested communities and schools organize Native American awareness weeks, to educate people about the customs, contributions to society, hardships, and history of Native Americans. SHARE hopes that through a Native American Awareness Week, a community or school might be able to better appreciate the life and ways of Native Americans.

In order to donate clothing and become involved with the organization’s various activities, membership to the organization is required. For more information and details on how to become a member, Tek Nickerson may be reached at 622-6525.

Find out more about the Williams-Mystic Seaport Program! Please join us for a slide show
TUESDAY, 25 OCTOBER, 7 PM HAINES ROOM - LIBRARY OR SEE DEAN HAMPTON - TWELVE COLLEGE EXCHANGE

AMERICAN MARITIME STUDIES

| ☐ Ecology | ☐ American Studies |
| ☐ Economics | ☐ Public Policy |
| ☐ Biology | ☐ Oceanography |
| ☐ History | ☐ Off-Shore |
| ☐ Literature | ☐ Research |

The Williams-Mystic Program offers you a challenging opportunity to focus one semester of your studies on an exciting area of your interest. While living in cooperative houses at Mystic Seaport Museum, you will attend four universities in the area: Williams College, Wesleyan University, Connecticut College, and Mitchell College. Programs are available in history, literature, nautical archaeology, and marine policy. You can also develop new maritime skills, such as boatbuilding, traditional canoe building, and coastal navigation.
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Faith Ringgold to be Artist-in-Residence

Performance artist, painter, sculptor, quilter, teacher, feminist, and black activist Faith Ringgold will come to Connecticut College for a three-day residency, October 11, 12, and 13.

Her visit is made possible by a special gift to the departments of Art and Art History. During this period Ringgold will work with students on a performance piece to be prepared on Thursday, October 13, at 7:30 p.m. in the East Dance Studio at the Creatives-Williams Student Center. Ringgold will also lecture and show slides Thursday, October 13, at 3 p.m. in Room 308 in the Cummings Arts Center. The lecture is entitled, "Faith Ringgold Talks About Her Art." The performance and lecture will be free and open to the public.

Faith Ringgold has established herself as a fine artist in her twenty-plus-year career. Recently, Ringgold has been working in the area of "women's crafts" such as sewing and cloth work, and creating multi-media quilts. Her latest, entitled, The 100 lbs. Weight Loss Performance Piece, is a testimonial quilt about a woman's need to change. The quilt is pieced together with images of her from the 1930s to the 1980s. These photo images are combined with text and quilted together not only to make a hanging quilt but also the costume she wears during the performance.

Author Alice Walker said, "Faith Ringgold's story quilts have life, surprise, heart. They move us with the directness and inclusivity of their concern. The folk language is rich and sure. One feels the marriage of the stories with the quilt is also true, is inevitable, is justice. We are covered in the warmth of these stories. Sustained by the vivid history of these quilts."

Ringgold believes that the use of these "women's crafts" legitimizes their value and challenges the mainstream view of esthetics in art today. "I believe in being an artist as a way of life; my intention is serious, and I'm ready to challenge anyone who says what I do isn't," said Ringgold.

It is this type of performance that Ringgold will undertake at Connecticut College. Entitled The Year 2000, Ringgold will work with eight to ten students. Each student will select a "vital issue" and project in what state that issue will be in the year 2000. Each will make an audio tape monologuette or dramatic presentation, and will become the personification of the issue.

On October 11, the students will meet Ringgold, play their tapes and begin creating their masks and costumes. On October 12, the second day of Ringgold's residency, the students will continue making their masks and costumes while creating their dialogue by reacting to each other's monologues. These sessions will be taped and transcribed to create the script. October 13 will be the final performance, which will be taped and edited.

Born and raised in Harlem, where she still lives, Ringgold received her B.S. and M.A. from City College and went on to studying. "Around then I was teaching a course in African arts to graduate students at the Bank Street College of Education," Ringgold said, "and one of them went to see a show of mine. She was shocked that I was painting in a traditional way, and asked why I wasn't doing the kind of thing I was teaching. At first I was annoyed, but then she said what I wanted to hear, maybe I'm holding myself back. So I started making masks, and showing them."

By 1963, Ringgold had begun her first political paintings. Her political awareness stemmed from the civil rights movement, and showed in her paintings and murals. One important piece from this era is the 1969 painting entitled Flag for the Moon - Die Rigger as a response to the first United States moonshot.

By the seventies Ringgold had co-founded "Where We At," a black artists' group. The sixties installed black awareness in Ringgold, while the seventies saw Ringgold and her art become absorbed with the women's movement. She began to move into different media, including soft sculpture.

By the mid-70s, Ringgold began to incorporate "women's crafts" and performance into her work.
COMICS

BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed

COFFEE. BEST DUNK COFFEE. MAKE DIFFICULT. WHERE IS THE PAPER?

WHERE IS THE PAPER?

AND NEEDS COFFEE WHEN THE MORNING FALLS!

ONE'S RUBS. WELL, WHERE IS HE?

WHERE HE ALWAYS IS. READING THE SPORTS PAGE. IN THE DEN.

HE IN THE CERAMIC PUZZLE. I THOUGHT THE ARTIST LAUNDRY.

WASN'T IT THE DAY YOU THINK YOU HAD HAPPENED IN THE DENT? I'M SO RELIEVED. DONT J欣赏 OF THE THINGS. WE HAVE TO TALK ABOUT!

YOUR SON IS NEEDED AN ERROR?

PUT THE LITTLE ON!

OUR PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: DIDN'T COME GO HOME LAST NIGHT.

WE HT CORNULA DONS.

CORNULA WOULDN'T DO IT. THERE IS A SORT OF CONCEALMENT TO IT.

THE INTERNATIONAL DEPUTY.

I STILL BE HERE. WILL PUA.

HE REALIZE? I'M GOING TO TELL HIM ABOUT THE SIX MINS. I WORKED AND DROPPED UNGOING AFTER THAT.

ONE MIGHT THINK, MIGHT BE MISTAKEN.

I'M THINKING. MY CANDIDATE.

...but the //E! of fate defined to comment on the largest coup of talk... 

And now tests go to Lou Jackso/l for what's happenin' in sports..."

"CAMPUS REPS NEEDED"

Earn big commissions and free trips by selling Nassau/Paradise Island, Cancun, Mexico and Ski trips to Berkem & Colorado.

For more information call toll free 1-800-231-0113 or in CT 203-967-3330

STUDY ABROAD - SPAIN

Spend the spring semester with a serious program in sunny Spain.

Consult your fellow-students: Alicia Dini and Heather Meeker, who are now there.

International Studies, St. Louis University,
221 N. Grand Blvd.
St. Louis, MO 63103 1-800-325-666

LIVE AND LEARN IN PARIS

An Exclusively French Educational Service for University Study

- Flexible and individually adapted program
- Total immersion
- Guided and support
- Cultural activities

Academic year: September 15 to June 15
Enrollment deadlines: Fall Semester - April 15
Spring Semester - October 30
For information, write or call: VIA PARIS
6 Greenfield Avenue, Bronxville, NY 10708
Tel. (914) 779-3333

PENNIES FOR AIDS

Sponsored by the Class of '90

Drop donations in the canisters located across campus

FOR SALE

Airline tickets (one way) Leave Oct 20, 1988 from Providence, RI with stops in Plattsburg, San Francisco $150 call Derick at 516-6216
Women's Volleyball Loses to Mt. Holyoke, Williams, R.I.C

by Chris Brecke and Ride Denton

The Connecticut College women's volleyball team played three frustrating matches but remains optimistic for the second half of the season.CONN lost to Mount Holyoke and Williams in disappointing fashion but the players recognize their talent and hope to display it in the final half of the season.

The Camels played on September 29 and lost the first match to Mount Holyoke by the scores of 13-15, 11-15. Rallied by their earlier match, CONN was plagued by poor play and was defeated by Williams, 14-16, hard-hitting games but saw victory slip away. The last home matches of the season. CONN and her season marks by her coach of the women’s volleyball team.

"The team has had a hard luck season," Debbie Garrett, ’91, said. "We have been ahead in our games only to see them slip away." CONN tried to rebound against Rhode Island College on October 4. RIC held the mental edge from the beginning and won, 15-9, 11-15, 13-11, 15-9.

"We knew that we had the potential to win," Garrett said. "I was pleased with the team’s effort despite the loss."

Lynda Szynanski, ’91, was a standout in the match and her season has been marked by her aggressive and hard-hitting play. She leads the team in aces with 14 and blocked shots with 39. The last home matches of the season will be played at the CONN invitational at the Athletic Center. CONN hosts Trinity, Albertus Magnus, Roger Williams, and Williams in a all day tournament at 9:00 a.m. The Camels hope to turn around their season before their nine-match road trip.

Women’s Cross Country Takes Second at R.I.C Invitational

by Nancy Northrop

Responding to the challenge posed by Southern Connecticut University, the Connecticut College women’s cross country team placed a close second out of fifteen at Rhode Island College on October 11 to raise its record to 2-0.

CONN runners took home three medals and had three runners in the top eight. The team finished only nine points behind first-place Southern and fourteen points ahead of third-place Coast Guard.

"We went into the meet with a pretty good idea about how good all the teams except Southern would be," said Ned Bishop, coach of the women’s cross country team. "We anticipated that Southern and Coast Guard would be the toughest competition so we concentrated specifically on those two teams."

"After the meet I found out that Southern had only been worried about us," Bishop said. "It was kind of neat to find out that another team was looking at us as the toughest competition. And now we see three of the teams there around Coast Guard."

Bishop was unable to cite a "best" runner in the meet, and noted the high quality of the entire team’s performance.

"We have done very well. Everybody is running very consistently, keeping at the same level and improving a little each week," Bishop said. "There is no one having a really good meet one week and then a really bad one the next. The fact that we are doing that collectively is really good."

Following the same strategy that gave them success in the first meets, the runners set a relaxed pace at the beginning of the meet and then overtook the front runners.

"As usual they ran to make the coach nervous. After four years I should be used to it, but I always look at them after the first mile and I get scared that they won’t be able to come back, but they always do," Bishop said.

Leading the team’s late charge were Captain Maria Gluch, ’89, in third place, and Kristin Kissell, ’89, in seventh. Kelly Bessner, ’90, improved from 36th last year in the same race to eighth this year.

Bishop was pleased with the results of the meet, but he thinks that CONN can still improve. He is hoping that the team will be able to run the first mile of the next few races a little faster and still use the same late-race surge.

Intramural Standings

CCSASA

North Division

X-Cons 3-0-0
Larabee 1-2-0
United Nations 1-0-0
Gigi 0-1-0
Contras 1-0-0
Plant 0-1-0
Hamilton 0-2-0

South Division

Smith 1-0-2
Windham 1-0-0
Trinity Stinks 1-0-1
Knowlton 1-1-0
Burdick 1-1-1
Spelunkers 0-1-0
ACP 0-2-0

Intramural Standings

Flag Football

Ames Division

Arms Division

Lambdin 1-2-0
Morrison 1-2-1
Park 0-2-2

Gaudiani Division

Burdick 1-3-0

T-Men 2-0-1

Taco Hell 0-3-1
SPORTS

Men's X-Country Doesn't Take Short Cut, Places 7th

by Kelly Bernt
The College Voice

At the Rhode Island College Invitational on October 1, the Connecticut College men's cross country team encountered a few runners, actually 25, who took shortcuts away from the designated course but were not disqualified as they should have been according to NCAA rules.

Rhode Island College runner Jim Dandeneau was clearly the leader throughout the race but finished 12th overall as 28 runners, who had been a good distance behind him, cut the 8000-meter course by approximately 300 to 350 meters, or 4.5 seconds.

The cut was not intentional, for the course was not marked very well. However, this does not discount the violation.

A coaches' decision granted Dandeneau a first-place finish while the 11 runners he displaced were shifted down one slot. The remaining runners retained their places.

CONN's coach, Jim Butler, was not upset with this decision, but he felt that the runners "had the responsibility to know the course." "If NCAA rules had been adhered to, we would have won the race," said Butler. "Of course, we do not want to win a race that way, but a part of racing is knowing where you are going. We made a point of knowing the course, and CONN's entire squad went the full 8000 meters."

With 171 points, CONN was awarded a 7th place finish in the twelve-team meet. The Coast Guard Academy garnered first place finish with 46 points.

Butler described the team's performance as "extremely good pack running," recording a 1:55 split of 29 seconds.

Todd Baranger, '91, placed 57th, completing the course in 28:45, while freshman teammates Ian Johnston (40th, 28:54), Jim Niforsopolos (41st, 29:00), and Matt Butler (42nd, 29:01), and senior Ian Anderson (48th, 29:17) rounded out the rest of the team.

Anderson was highly praised by Butler.

"Ian [Anderson] has really contributed to the squad," Butler said. "He has been our fourth or fifth man in every meet. He has been a tremendous help not only scoring-wise, but also with providing leadership."

Butler feels that such leadership has helped the team develop into a cohesive unit.

Sailors Denied N.E. Berth for Nationals

by Melissa Burns
The College Voice

The weekend of October 1, the Connecticut College sailing team sent its sailors as far away as Michigan and Maryland for their weekly regattas. The Naval Academy, in Annapolis, Maryland, hosted the MacMillan Cup which is the oldest collegiate regatta. The CONN big-boat team, skippered by co-captain Ward Blodgett, '89, tied for fourth place with the Naval Academy. Also on the boat were Peter Eastman, '89, Brad Carpenter, '89, Jamie Peva, '89, Steve Small, '91, Liam Russell, '90, Jeff Ryan, '89, and Brad Lohr, '92.

"It was the most competitive regatta I've sailed," Carpenter said. "There were no mistakes." CONN's strong sailing and consistent finishes were not enough, however, to claim the New England berth for Nationals, which went to Dartmouth instead.

The women also travelled to Navy for their intersectional regatta. Jen Coolidge, '91, and Alison Priore, '91, sailed A division while Carolyn Ulander, '92, and Stacey Hemblerecht, '91, held down B division. Their combined forces earned them a seventh overall finish. Coolidge, in her analysis of the conditions, said "the 15 knot puffs seemed like 25 knot winds, and the two foot chop seemed like eight foot waves. We were way out of phase with it."

The Single-Handed New England Championships were sailed here at Coast Guard over the weekend. CONN's hope for Nationals, Dave Ryden, '90, fell ill and ended up with a disappointing eighth place. Other Laser sailors were Keith Kramer, '90, and Alex Smith, '91, finishing behind Ryden.

"Lasers are physically demanding," Ryden said, "and I wasn't able to do as well as I could have."

The team that went to Ann Arbor, Michigan, competed on the water and in the protest room against seventeen other schools, all of which were from the Midwest except for Navy.

James Appel, '89, and Elizabeth Edge, '90, won a second place in their division, sailing the 470s like pros. James Ulander, '91, and Kristen O'Sullivan, '91, sailed B division. The secret to victory, according to Comfort, was simply "to get a clean start, no matter which end of the line you were on." CONN came away with a fifth place overall.

Tech dinghies were the vessels that carried CONN to a fourth-place result in the Smith Trophy at MIT. Pete Quinn, '90, and Lissette Suarez, '90, sailed A division, while Chuck Penicillone, '90, and Kristen O'Sullivan, '91, sailed B. Experiencing very shifty conditions, Quinn said "It was typical of a Charles River regatta."

Men's Soccer Team Suffers First Loss of the Season

by Jeff Dowden
The College Voice

The Connecticut College men's soccer team suffered its first loss of its season against Wesleyan, 1-0, on Thursday (9/29) at home on Harkness Field. The team rebounded and played well on Wednesday (10/2) at Amherst, but had to settle for a 2-2 tie. The tie and the loss brought CONN's record to 3-1-2.

In the Wesleyan game, CONN seemed to come out a bit slow. They were not able to establish the tempo as they had in their previous matches.

"They got us out of our game plan in the first half," senior co-captain Jeff Geddes said. "We weren't able to generate any offense."

Tight officiating resulted in many fouls being called. One such call midway through the first half resulted in the only goal of the match. Wesleyan was awarded a free kick just outside the 18 yard line. The Cardinals converted the kick on a very good shot which hooked around the CONN wall.

Late in the first half senior Todd Taplin had a golden opportunity taken away from him. Taplin took the ball down the right wing and turned the corner on the Wesleyan defender. The defender appeared to trip Taplin as he headed for the goal, but no call was made on the play. Throughout the season, which is now one third over, it seems as though CONN has not been on the favorable side of very many of the referees calls.

In the second half the Camels were able to play their style of game as Wesleyan fell into a defensive shell in an effort to protect their 1-0 lead. Because of this, CONN was able to get several excellent scoring opportunities. On a cross from Ken Langevin, '90, Geddes had a header go a bit high. Then several minutes later, with not much time remaining, Joe Carbe, '90, touched a cross from Geddes just wide.

"We had our chances in the second half," Head Coach Bill Lessig said. "We lost one get away."

The loss dropped the Camels from fifth to tenth in the latest New England Division III Coaches Poll. Wesleyan is now ranked fifth.

On Wednesday at Amherst the team rebounded from the loss to play an excellent first half against the Lord Jeff's. At halftime CONN was ahead 2-0 on goals by Langevin and Geddes. Langevin scored his goal directly on a corner kick from the left side. Geddes' goal came on a penalty kick after he was brought down in the penalty area.

In the second half Amherst took advantage of their opportunities. They scored their first goal on a free kick. The equalizer came as a result of a flurry of shots, none of which the defense could clear. The goal marked the first time the Camels were unable to hold onto a lead.

Women's soccer raise record to 5-1

by Christine Rosen
The College Voice

Connecticut College women's soccer team has rapidly improved their record to an impressive 5-1. This past week CONN triumphed over both Trinity College and Mt. Holyoke College.

"We played a terrific game against both teams," said Ken Kline, head coach of the women's soccer team.

CONN played at Trinity Saturday, October 1,blanking them by score of 3-0. In the first half, goals were scored by Jamie O'Connor, '91, and Kristen Supko, '92. At the half, CONN was ahead 2-0. Jennifer Fulcher, '89, finished up the scoring for the Camels, and Ann Carberry, '90, received an assist on the play.

On Monday, October 3, the Camels played a game at home against Mt. Holyoke. CONN recorded yet another shutout, this time by a score of 2-0.

"The game today was particularly rewarding because Mt. Holyoke came in with a record of 8-0. Beating them was good for us," Kline said.

The game was evenly balanced with a goal in each half. Supko scored the goal in the first half and Carberry ended the game with the second goal.

"Overall everyone on the team has been playing real well and everyone has been making great contributions," Kline said.

The weekend of October 1, the Connecticut College sailing team sent its sailors as far away as Michigan and Maryland for their weekly regattas. The Naval Academy, in Annapolis, Maryland, hosted the MacMillan Cup which is the oldest collegiate regatta. The CONN big-boat team, skippered by co-captain Ward Blodgett, '89, tied for fourth place with the Naval Academy. Also on the boat were Peter Eastman, '89, Brad Carpenter, '89, Jamie Peva, '89, Steve Small, '91, Liam Russell, '90, Jeff Ryan, '89, and Brad Lohr, '92.

"It was the most competitive regatta I've sailed," Carpenter said. "There were no mistakes." CONN's strong sailing and consistent finishes were not enough, however, to claim the New England berth for Nationals, which went to Dartmouth instead.

The women also travelled to Navy for their intersectional regatta. Jen Coolidge, '91, and Alison Priore, '91, sailed A division while Carolyn Ulander, '92, and Stacey Hemblerecht, '91, held down B division. Their combined forces earned them a seventh overall finish. Coolidge, in her analysis of the conditions, said "the 15 knot puffs seemed like 25 knot winds, and the two foot chop seemed like eight foot waves. We were way out of phase with it."

The Single-Handed New England Championships were sailed here at Coast Guard over the weekend. CONN's hope for Nationals, Dave Ryden, '90, fell ill and ended up with a disappointing eighth place. Other Laser sailors were Keith Kramer, '90, and Alex Smith, '91, finishing behind Ryden.

"Lasers are physically demanding," Ryden said, "and I wasn't able to do as well as I could have."

The team that went to Ann Arbor, Michigan, competed on the water and in the protest room against seventeen other schools, all of which were from the Midwest except for Navy.

James Appel, '89, and Elizabeth Edge, '90, won a second place in their division, sailing the 470s like pros. Brian Comfort, '92, and Melissa Burns, '89, sailed B division. The secret to victory, according to Comfort, was simply "to get a clean start, no matter which end of the line you were on." CONN came away with a fifth place overall.

Tech dinghies were the vessels that carried CONN to a fourth-place result in the Smith Trophy at MIT. Pete Quinn, '90, and Lissette Suarez, '90, sailed A division, while Chuck Penicillone, '90, and Kristen O'Sullivan, '91, sailed B. Experiencing very shifty conditions, Quinn said "It was typical of a Charles River regatta."